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W A THAT does it
take to be a
caregiver
W What does it
W mean to be a

caregiver
Some of us should con

sider ourselves very lucky and
blessed that we do not have

to apportion our time into the
care and welfare of others We
are free to come and go as we
please with only the normal
worries of work and wages to
be concerned about and how
we are going to spend that
well earned income
It s a lot about leisure and

pleasure It s usually just about
us and perhaps a significant
other It is a lucky lot in life
indeed
Then there are those who

make care giving a part of
their lives They don t have
to do it but they do it all the
same because they enjoy it
They have all they want and
need and more of it where
that comes from But they
seek out to help others all the
same Perhaps they love the
feeHng of being useful and
needed Whatever the reasons
their contribution is appreci
ated
I see this in the volunteers

who come to the centre where
I too work as one I am there

for many reasons Apart from
the fact that my son goes
to the centre I go there to
tap on feel good factors of
meeting friends who are like
kindred souls to me counting
my blessings of being able to
get glimpses of God s daily
miracles in these children and

their achievements no matter
how small and to be engulfed
with their fighting spirit and
hope when the odds are
against them These children
seem to generate a certain
kind of positive energy that
just gives you a buzz when
you leave
These special children

lead the way while we grope
around to find solutions for
them m their own way they
make you want to be a better

person when you help them
have a better quality of life
There are many people out

there who share this senti
ment Some are more intense
than others Some are more
motivated and resourceful
Some are more relaxed and
calm

There are the people who
work as care givers to the
aged orphans abandoned
babies persons with debilitat
ing illnesses like AIDS cancer
cerebral palsy or the bed rid
den They may be your family
relatives friends or strangers

They come in different
forms and ages However the
test of their mettle comes to

light in the way they handle
situations especially challeng
ing ones that need quick reac
tion firm action and tough
choices

Finding fault and blame is
natural It s a way of getting
to the origin of causes The
process may actually be a
constructive and helpful way
to do something proactive
about it However finding fault
and blame to absolve yourself
from responsibility makes the
whole process filtile
The aim is to improve

quality of life for the person
you are helping not plunge
them into further helplessness
However sadly for some they
just dig deeper into the pits
of denial exacerbating the
situation
This is the time for the

caregiver you may be one
of many relatives or friends
to be supportive in as many
possible ways as possible Find
your strength to help If you
are not the main caregiver
you need not be there 24 7
Regular calls or SMS might
just make the difference
between hope and helpless
ness

But whatever little you do
you are doing your bit mat
can help the situation It could

be reading up and finding
out more about the illness to

share information or experi

ences or be the one to contact
and introduce a specialist in
the field for example At the
very least you may be the
one whose gentle encourag
ing words are the ones to
pierce through the armour of
fear and hopelessness of that
person turning the sick to
battle his illness fearlessly You
have lent him your strength
and courage
On the receiving end the

patient may need time to
absorb his new reality The
rules have changed and to
some extent his routines
Some may be so totally over
whelmed that they need time
to digest and process their
new circumstances Others
may have an unending need
to talk about it and have a

pily party Just go with the
flow That bit of indulgence
may actually do some good
Whatever the situation if

you want to help you just
have to leam to read the
situation and play it by ear
There isn t any formula to it
Whatever their choice when
the time comes we should
try to be there to catch them
when they stumble and hold
out their hand for reassur

ance if not anything else
It is never easy to step for

ward to help or offer to help
because one can never really
be certain if one s unsolicited
advice or help is appreciated
Often enough we make mis
takes when we really meant
well So what do we do Do
we walk away and plead
ignorance Do we wait to be
called Or do we discreetly
enquire through third parties
Is there a right way of doing
things People are so different
in their needs and actions
I for one remember that

when my late parents were ill
I was like a ferocious guard
dog that was determined not
to turn their illness especially
hospital admissions into a
freak show circus While I
welcomed suggestions on
how to proceed with what we
were in for and what needed

to be done next in terms of
treatment and care I was not
too kind to those who saw my
parents illness as a busi
ness opportunity pushing and
promising miracle products
vitamins gadgets and gizmos

I would always make
allowances for my parents to
listen to their presentation
but I would also ask them

to accept the situation if we
opted to wait or decline their
offer Quite often I always
suggested checking with the
doctors who are managing
my parents illness first before

buying anything even though
they were classified as food
supplements Even with real
natural foods there are those
we have to avoid let alone
those foods that came in the

form of pills and capsules and
touted as natural
There are so many things

to deal with Apart from a get
better plan through careful
selection of food and daily
activities like doctors check
ups and therapies there s also
the social aspect of attend
ing functions and going for
holidays
When my mother s diabetes

damaged her kidneys to
the point when she needed
dialysis three times a week
everything needed to be
planned well according to her
dialysis schedule Everything
was charted as a time table to
be timed accordingly from vis
its with friends and relatives
eating out and what to eat
when to holidays The only
thing missing is perhaps a bell
to chime out the times

If only there were reminder
bells for everything Alas life
is not like that We just have
to remember to be kinder

than necessary for everyone
you meet is fighting some kind
of battle

Putn Juneita Johan is a

volunteer at Special Children
Soceity ofAmpang After more
than two decades of grappling
with the system she finds that
the whole experience is really
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just one big learning curve
You can reach her atjimeita

johan@yahoo com
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